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Abstract
As growth of the American craft brewing industry slows and smaller firms account for a
greater proportion of expansion, I test whether traits that are indicative of smaller firms have an
effect on brewery success. I hypothesize that firms which utilize localist strategies such as
geographical branding, use of local ingredients, charitable giving, and/or sustainable practices
are more successful than others and therefore produced more barrels of beer in 2017. To test my
hypothesis, I estimate ordinary least squares regressions with robust standard errors using data
collected from the Brewers Association and the websites of 362 California craft breweries. I find
no evidence that geographic branding is correlated with brewery production volume. I find that
using local ingredients is negatively correlated with lower production volumes. Sustainability,
charitable practices, environmentalism and involvement with the fine arts are found to be
insignificant determinants of production volume. I find that breweries with an award-winning
beer produce significantly more beer than those who have not won an award, and that older
breweries produce significantly higher volumes of beer. Substituting production growth rate as
the dependent variable, I find that younger breweries grew significantly more than older
breweries between 2016 and 2017.
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I. Introduction
The American craft brewing industry has experienced rapid change over the past decade.
Figure 1 shows growth in the number of breweries between 1980 and 2018, indicating a sharp
increase beginning around 2010. Table 1 shows an increase in craft beer production volume
between 2008 and 2018 while total beer production declined. Experts believe the industry began
to show signs of slowing to a steadier growth pattern in 2018 (Watson, 2019a). The facts in
Tables 2 and 3 indicate that larger, regional craft breweries (15,000 or more barrels per year)
experienced a 4.7% decline in production volume from 2015 to 2018, while smaller
microbreweries (fewer than 15,000 barrels per year) and brewpubs (fewer than 15,000 barrels
per year with food services) accounted for 69% and 28% of the growth in number of breweries in
2018. As the craft industry nears a point of maturation and small, local breweries continue to
open their doors, firms may adjust their strategies. As opposed to seeking rapid expansion across
distant markets, brewers may be more likely to seek success selling beer within their immediate
vicinity. Firms that understand how to best market to their consumer likely see greater success,
and thus produce a higher volume of beer.
The motivation behind my study is to determine how much localism plays a role in craft
brewery success. At a time when the greatest amount of growth in the craft sector is coming from
the opening of smaller breweries, I hypothesize that many variables which play a role in
increasing barrel production volume reflect a consumer preference for geographically local
businesses and products.
I estimate several ordinary least squares regressions with robust standard errors using
data collected from the Brewers Association and the websites of 362 California craft breweries.
California breweries are chosen due to the large volume of beer the state produces, the
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significant economic impact of California craft beer, the state’s historically significant and
relatively mature industry, and for the purpose of controlling variability between states. I discuss
the California craft beer industry in Section III. Brewery barrel production data from 2017 is
used to construct the dependent variable in my model. I test variables that determine whether a
brewery uses localism in its marketing strategy, such as geographic branding and incorporation
of local ingredients. I find no evidence that geographic branding is correlated with brewery
production volume. I find that using local ingredients is negatively correlated with lower
production volumes. Sustainability, charitable practices, environmentalism and involvement with
the fine arts are found to be insignificant determinants of production volume. I also find that
breweries with an award-winning beer produce significantly more beer than those who have not
won an award. I find that older breweries produce significantly higher volumes of beer. Due to
industry growth patterns slowing in recent years, I briefly examine the effects of localism on
2016-2017 brewery growth rates. Using growth rates as the dependent variable (rather than the
level of production), I find that younger breweries grew significantly more than older breweries
between 2016 and 2017.
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II. Industry Background
The Brewers Association defines a craft brewery as a small and independent firm that
produces six million or fewer barrels per year. 1 Table 4 summarizes relevant subcategories of
craft breweries defined by the Brewers Association. Table 1 suggests that while total beer
production in the United States decreased over the past decade, craft beer volume soared,
experiencing exponential growth between 2008 and 2018. Since 2008, production volume, sales
revenue, and the number of craft breweries in the market have increased as craft breweries have
gained market share from beverage conglomerates like Anheuser Busch InBev and MillerCoors
(Elzinga et al. 2015). From 2017 to 2018, craft brewers’ share of total American beer production
volume increased from 12.6 to 13.2%, suggesting that Americans are continuing to switch from
mass produced brands to higher quality craft ones. 2 The growth in the popularity of craft beer is
attributable to a combination of market shifts and evolving consumer preferences. Brewers
Association chief economist Bart Watson suggests three key factors have propelled its rise
“...fuller flavor, greater variety, and more intense support for local businesses” (Thompson,
2018). The latter of the three and the extent to which it plays a role in brewery success is an
important aspect of my study.
Three sets of facts suggest that the craft brewing industry will increasingly favor smaller,
locally focused firms. First, Tables 2 and 3 suggest that larger, regional craft brewery production
is not growing. Regional brewery production decreased by nearly a million barrels (5%) in 2016
and another 121,000 barrels (1%) in 2017. In 2018, it increased by a modest 211,665 barrels
(1%), but still was unable to surpass its 2015 output volume.

https://www.brewersassociation.org/statistics-and-data/craft-brewer-definition/ Accessed 13 Apr. 2020.
https://www.brewersassociation.org/press-releases/brewers-association-releases-annual-growth-report/ Accessed
13 Apr. 2020.
1
2
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Second, smaller breweries account for a higher proportion of new firm and production
growth in the craft beer industry. Using data from Table 3, I find that microbreweries and
brewpubs (less than 15,000 barrels per year) together accounted for 71% of craft beer production
volume increases in 2018. Figure 2 shows the steady increase in microbrewery production
volume since 2008. Using data from Table 2, I find that microbreweries and brewpubs accounted
for 69% and 28% of growth in the number of firms in 2018, while regional breweries only
accounted for 3%. Figure 3 displays a sharp increase in microbrewery opening as the number of
regional breweries stays relatively flat. Furthermore, the Brewers Association found that 10% of
craft beer production growth between 2017 and 2018 came from the top 50 fastest growing (in
terms of production volume) craft breweries alone. Of these 50 firms, 35 were microbreweries,
13 were brewpubs, and only two were regional. 3 Small breweries appear to be leading the charge
as the industry matures.
Third, anecdotal evidence from the Brewers Association studies suggests industry
changes. Brewers Association chief economist Bart Watson affirmed a recent slowdown in craft
after the exponential leaps of the early 2010’s. Watson believes 2018 data suggests industry
maturation is near. In 2019, he claimed craft beer is seeing a “...slower growth market...and a
more competitive market than we’ve seen in the past” (Newhart, 2019). He further suggested,
“Craft has settled into a more mature growth pattern and is unlikely to return to the meteoric
growth levels seen over the past decade” (Watson, 2019a).
The existence of a market that is already saturated with beer offerings suggests older
breweries that struggle to compete will abandon the strategy of wide scale distribution.

Six of the 50 fastest growing breweries are located in the state of California. “50 Fastest Growing U.S. Craft
Breweries of 2018” https://www.brewersassociation.org/press-releases/fastest-growing-craft-breweries-2018/
Accessed 13 Apr. 2020.
3
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Meanwhile, newer breweries will not even attempt it. Instead, brewers will focus on capturing
the attention of local drinkers. Examples of the evolving trend towards local beer are
increasingly evident. One of the 50 fastest growing breweries of 2018 was Woods Beer & Wine
Co., a San Francisco Bay Area brewery that prides itself on “small-batch” beer and wine
“...inspired by nature, place, and tradition.” Its beer offerings include “Local Honey” an herbal
ale that utilizes honey made in the Bay Area, and “Co-Ferment” a series of spontaneously
fermented beers that utilize yeast from local wineries.4 Woods is continually increasing its
production volume as it experiences success in its local venues. Since 2012, it has expanded to
accommodate three taprooms and a second brewery to supplement its original San Francisco
brewpub, but despite this fast expansion, the company has no plans to make the jump to
acquiring a regional production facility. “We’ve created a different sort of following that will
help us in times when beer goes softer,” explains owner Jim Woods. “It’s more neighborhoodoriented” (Mobley, 2019). Ever increasingly, breweries like Woods are losing the desire to
expand distribution and are instead striving to succeed within the local market they inhabit
(Mobley, 2019). There are advantages to staying local and focusing on taproom sales. For one,
tap room beers can be sold at higher margins and the brewery retains all of the profit (Mobley,
2019). Second, breweries that distribute beyond their community face increased competition at
the regional level and greater costs to package, ship, and sell beer at distance (elzinga et al.
2015).
As craft brewing has diffused across the country, brewers have gained experience in
producing quality beer as their consumers have developed a taste for drinking it. While examples
of successful craft breweries exist in all size categories, slower regional brewery growth,

4

“Woods Beer & Wine Co” https://www.woodsbeer.com Accessed 21 Apr. 2020.
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increased micro and brewpub growth, and changing market conditions suggest a trend towards
locally oriented breweries that focus on quenching the thirst of drinkers within a closer radius.
How breweries best understand to operate in a climate that leans local might have a significant
influence on business success. In my study, I test for factors that might influence success in a
market which favors localism.
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III. Craft Brewing in California
California breweries were chosen for my study for three quantifiable reasons that are
summarized in Figure 4. First, California possesses the most breweries out of any state, hosting
841 brewing companies as of 2018. Second, when estimating total revenue created from the
industries directly and indirectly impacted by beer production, California breweries generated the
greatest economic impact out of all 50 states in 2018. At over nine billion dollars, California
contributed nearly 3 billion dollars more than runner-up Pennsylvania. Third, in 2018 California
brewed the second largest volume of craft beer in the country at 3,421,295 barrels, second only
to Pennsylvania, which is home to the production facilities of nationally distributed craft brewing
giants Sam Adams and Yuengling. 5
California breweries were also chosen for two qualitative reasons. First, California is
historically significant in the craft brewing industry. Two of the original breweries credited with
kickstarting the craft beer movement are in California. Anchor Brewing Company, revitalized in
San Francisco by Fritz Maytag in 1965, and Sierra Nevada Brewing Company, founded in
Chico, California by Ken Grossman in 1980, rose to fame for brewing unique ales that displayed
flavorful malts and refreshing aromas from the newly developed “cascade” hop varietal (Bobak,
2017). Fresh and flavorful beers from California breweries like Anchor and Sierra Nevada
inspired thousands of homebrewers and professional brewers alike to begin experimenting with
new beer styles and opening their own breweries (Acitelli, 2015). Data from Elzinga et al. (2015)
in Figure 5 demonstrates how over time the craft movement spread outward from California to
all 50 states. While Anchor and Sierra Nevada have been brewing craft beer for 55 and 40 years
respectively, Figure 5 suggests the vast majority of craft breweries today have only opened their

“State Craft Beer Sales & Production Statistics, 2018” https://www.brewersassociation.org/statistics-anddata/state-craft-beer-stats/ Accessed 14 Apr. 2020
5
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doors within the past decade. Figure 5 further suggests the craft beer market in California has
consistently been older and more heavily saturated than other states. The range and depth of
California brewery ages results in a diverse data set with both old and new breweries.
The second qualitative reason for selecting California breweries is to control for four
potential variables. First, based on the state’s beer industry maturity, I suspect the California
consumer is relatively more familiar and experienced with craft beers than consumers in other
states. Second, staying within California controls for palette preferences and other consumer
related variables that might vary state to state. Third, consumer preferences for sustainable or
charity-oriented businesses might vary by region. Fourth, state alcohol laws vary widely and
affect how beer is brewed, distributed, sold, consumed, and taxed. 6 Staying within California
controls for the many legal differences that might have an effect on brewery success in the
United States of America.

“The Laws & Regulating Bodies Controlling How Beer, Wine, and Liquor Is Sold”
www.alcohol.org/laws/regulating-bodies Accessed 13 Apr. 2020.

6
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IV. Literature Review
Literature on Craft Beer Demand and Production Influence
Prior literature explores determinants of American craft brewery success. Elzinga et al.
(2015) finds a significant relationship between disposable income, age, and population size on
the total barrel production of craft breweries by state. His study also examines the effects of
spatial relationships between breweries, suggesting that an increased concentration of breweries
correlates with greater production for all firms, potentially as a result of knowledge spillovers
between brewers in a region. Price (2013) finds the number of organic farms and colleges per
state correlates with the number of breweries. His work also suggests a positive correlation
between population age and the number of breweries within a state.
While both of these studies explore factors that impact brewery success, their data is
drawn from the national level, compiling a broad group of diverse brewing states into one study.
Furthermore, their analysis is conducted at an aggregate level. In contrast, I analyze individual
breweries within a single state. Doing so can potentially yield additional factors that affect
brewery success. My study also explores the role of a brewery’s marketing techniques as
opposed to investigating the regional traits of a brewery’s market.

Literature on Geographic Marketing and Localism in the Craft Beer Industry
Several authors acknowledge geography’s role in the craft beer industry and its effects on
company performance. Wesson (2001) uses craft brewery revenue data from the 1990’s to find
that microbreweries with locally concentrated sales are more financially successful. The study
also suggests, without statistical analysis, that breweries with a higher percentage of local sales
appear to be, “...often producing specialized products with a strong local flavour” (Wesson,
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2001). Gatrell (2016) explores the ways in which spatial branding factors into the success of
breweries. Due to a sense of localism in modern consumers, Gatrell suggests “Authenticity and
authentic geographies...are critical to the success of long-term strategies, policies, or branding
initiatives” (Gatrell, 2016). Some craft breweries utilize ingredients that have been grown
locally. Tropp (2013) provides evidence that Americans prefer to eat locally produced foods for
a variety of reasons including sustainability. Furthermore, Carroll and Swaminathan (2000)
suggest that during times of economic upturn (such as the recent post-recession craft beer boom)
consumer demand for local goods increases.
The existing literature has observed a preference for supporting local business. It has also
observed the success of breweries that concentrate their sales within local geography. However,
it has not examined the statistical relationship between geographical marketing and brewery
production success. I explore this relationship in my study. I also investigate the relationship
between emphasizing the use of local ingredients and success in breweries.

Literature on Sustainability Preferences by Consumers
Patterson (2016) suggests a strong inclination towards sustainable practices in the craft
brewing industry. Many leaders in the craft brewing industry are currently implementing
sustainable practices (McWilliams, 2014). There is strong evidence that modern consumers
worldwide show a preference for companies that are concerned about the environment and
incorporating sustainable practices.7 Previous literature on sustainable branding has not explored
the effects of sustainable or environmental marketing in the craft beer market. In this study, I

“Global Consumers Seek Companies That Care About Environmental Issues”
www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2018/global-consumers-seek-companies-that-care-about-environmentalissues/. Accessed 12 Mar. 2020
7
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explore how promotion of sustainability or dedication to environmental causes has an effect on
brewery success.
Existing research on determinants of brewery success and the impact of geological and
sustainable branding provide context for my study. I further supplement the literature by
exploring factors that impact beer production at the firm level. Discussion in Section II suggests
the craft brewing industry is slowing from an explosive period of growth. I implement new
methods in order to understand what determines success in the new era of craft beer.
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V. Hypotheses
Craft breweries can attract consumers using marketing strategies that emphasize localism
in three primary ways and two secondary ways. First, data collection for this study revealed that
an overwhelming majority of microbrewery and brewpub websites promoted their drinking
venues as neighborhood gathering places. They often placed emphasis on being family friendly,
small, and involved with their community. I hypothesize that the best way to promote a firm’s
involvement with a community is to name it geographically: after a town, city, region,
monument, or historical reference, which might serve to attract a loyal customer base and
increase a brewery’s success within a region. Second, a strategy that is more specific to the
brewing industry is to name beers geographically. A geographically named beer on a tap list or
in an alcoholic beverage store could potentially boost sales over competitors that produce a
similar beer without a geographical name. As with geographically named firms, consumers
might be more likely to choose a good with a reference to a specific place. Third, incorporating
local ingredients in beers might further attract local customers. Breweries that show a desire to
collaborate with local agricultural producers and display regional produce might be more
successful than breweries that don’t. Locally grown (and often organic) fruit, honey, barley, and
hops are some examples of ingredients California brewers were observed to incorporate
throughout the data collection for this study.
Hypothesis 1: California craft breweries that emphasize specific traits of localism, such as
naming a brewery with a geographical reference, naming one or more beers with a geographical
reference, or utilizing local ingredients in their brewing process are more successful and
therefore produced more beer in 2017 than breweries that do not.
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The two secondary ways that craft breweries can attract consumers using marketing
strategies which emphasize localism include sustainability and charitable causes. First, practicing
sustainability in the brewing process, which might include reduced water usage, installation of
solar panels, or decreased packaging waste could increase business from local customers who
want to support environmentally conscious brewers.
Hypothesis 2: California craft breweries that emphasize a dedication towards sustainability are
more successful and therefore produced more beer in 2017 than breweries that do not.
Second, like other small businesses, altruistic breweries promoting charitable causes may
be looked upon more favorably by craft beer consumers and thus attract more business. As
demonstrated in Figure 6, breweries have been observed to brew special batch beers that donate a
percentage of sales towards a cause. North Coast Brewing Company’s “Steller IPA” pledges a
portion of its sales towards helping marine mammals that are native to the Northern California
coastal ecosystem. I suspect that like North Coast, charitable giving is most often directed
towards local charities and organizations, however, I am unable to distinguish between support
of local and non-local charities in my data collection. I further divide charitable giving into two
subcategories: environmentalism and arts. Environmentalism, such as being registered as a “1%
for the planet” business member or donating profits to an organization that attempts to preserve
natural resources could improve sales. Supporting and/or hosting music programs, theaters, or
other fine arts causes might also create positive signaling and draw business.
Hypothesis 3: California craft breweries that emphasize a commitment towards charitable
actions through donating to environmental, artistic, or other charities are more successful and
therefore produced more beer in 2017 than breweries that do not.
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Lastly, I include two control hypotheses. First, I test whether the quality of a brewery’s
product results in higher production volumes. Breweries are able to enter beers in many types of
contests, such as the Great American Beer Festival, the World Beer Cup, and local fairs and
competitions. I assume breweries that win awards of any type for their beer are more successful
on average than breweries that don’t.
Hypothesis 4: Winning medals for beers is a direct sign of a brewery’s product quality.
Breweries that have won awards produced more beer in 2017 than breweries that have not.
Second, breweries that are older have had more time to gain a loyal following and build
up their production abilities. Older breweries likely produce more beer on average than younger
breweries
Hypothesis 5: The year a brewery is founded is negatively correlated with beer production.
Older breweries produce more beer than younger breweries.
I also briefly explore the effects of variables discussed in Hypotheses 1-5 on 2016-2017
brewery production growth rates. This involves only slight modifications to the hypotheses as
stated: I hypothesize that the direction of impact on the dependent variable remains the same
whether I use levels or growth rates.
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VI. Data
The sample consists of all 362 California craft breweries that both reported their
production volume in the 2017 Brewers Association annual survey and were still open for
business with active websites as of March 2020. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm
of barrels of beer produced in 2017. 2017 annual brewery production is the most recent and
comprehensive dataset provided by the Brewers Association. Independent variables are based on
information individually collected from the breweries’ websites. Each brewery website in the
sample was thoroughly navigated in order to record these variables.
The Brewers Association production data has six limitations. First, it is based on numbers
from a survey sent to all craft breweries. Breweries are able to select a “do not publish” option,
declining to make their data visible, while other breweries did not reply to the survey at all. Only
15 breweries chose to not report data for 2017. Second, breweries that have closed since 2017 are
not included in the sample. Twenty breweries that responded to the 2017 survey have since
exited the market. Third, five breweries are still open but do not have a website. They are not
included in my analysis. Fourth, it is possible that brewers who use local ingredients, follow
sustainable practices, or donate to charitable causes do not promote doing so on their website. In
that case, I code them as not following such practices. Fifth, 187 of the 362 breweries list the
year they were founded on their website. Thus, the sample size is smaller when the year founded
is included in models. Sixth, the “Awards” variable I use does not differentiate between awards.
There are a vast amount of brewing competitions and beer festivals available for California
brewers to enter. Those that exist on a national or international stage, such as the Great American
Beer Festival and World Beer Cup, are likely far more competitive than local fairs and regional
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competitions.8 For ease of data collection, I do not discriminate between award prestige. As
hypothesized in Section V, I suspect the existence of any award will positively influence brewery
success.
The limitations in this data do not prevent the sample from being representative of
California breweries for three reasons. First, my sample size of 362 firms is equal to 43% of the
current number of California craft breweries, and it is well over the minimum sample size
necessary to assess statistical significance. Second, the number of breweries in the original
sample of 402 that selected “Do not publish”, went out of business, or do not have an active
website combined make up less than 10% of the original sample size. Third, the hypothetical
case of firms qualifying for binary response variables but not promoting their existence on
websites is not a concern. Determining whether the promotion of localism or altruistic behaviors
will aid in a brewery’s success is the goal of this model. Assuming each brewery is acting in its
best interest to promote its positive societal impact, nonresponse bias from website data is likely
not important.
I obtain brewery information from their websites’ logos and “about” or “our story”
pages. “GeoName” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery uses geographical
references in their name. “Geobeers” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery lists one
or more beers that utilize geographical references in their name. “LocalIng” is a binary variable
that states whether a brewery promotes the use of local ingredients in their beer. The first three
dummy variables are used in order to test whether promoting localism plays a role in a brewery’s
success.

To learn more about the GABF and WBC: https://www.greatamericanbeerfestival.com/the-competition/about-thebeer-competition/ Accessed 19 Apr. 2020 ; https://www.worldbeercup.org Accessed 19 Apr. 2020
8
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“Sustain” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery promotes sustainable
practices in their production process. “Charity” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery
promotes their charitable contributions to a cause or community. “Env” is a binary variable that
states whether a brewery promotes a specifically environmental cause. This is used in tandem
with charity, and a brewery will be marked for charity and environmental if a brewery supports
an environmental charity. “Arts” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery supports a
specifically art related cause. This is used in tandem with charity, and a brewery will be marked
for charity and arts if a brewery supports an art related charity. Creating avenues for artistic
expression or hosting local art events counts toward this category (live music does not qualify).
“Awards,” is a binary variable that states whether a brewery promotes the fact their beer has won
an award in a brewing competition. Lastly, “Year” is the year a brewery was founded as stated
on their website.
The summary statistics in Table 5 suggest that 20% of California breweries utilize
geography in their company branding and beer offerings respectively. 8% claim to use local
ingredients in their brewing process, 7.5% promote sustainable practices, and 14% give to
charity. The most frequent binary variable is awards, where 22% of breweries boast one or more
medals for award winning beers. 23 of the breweries in this sample are regional breweries that
produce more than 15,000 barrels of beer per year. All others are microbreweries or brewpubs.
Table 6 displays the correlation between observed binary variables. Breweries that give
to environmental or arts related charities are also recorded as a “1” for charity, resulting in 100%
correlation. 59% of breweries that advocate for sustainability give to charity. 54% of breweries
with geographically named beers also have geographic names, largely due to the fact that the
name of the brewery is on the beer label.
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Only 52% of breweries sampled listed their founding year. For the breweries that did,
Figure 7 plots brewery production volume in barrels against year founded. Figure 8 plots the
natural logarithm of 2017 brewery production volume in barrels against year founded. Figures 9
and 10 display the same data with solely microbrewery and brewpub production volumes. All
four plots suggest that older breweries of all sizes produce more beer.
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VII. Empirical Method
To test my Hypotheses, I first estimate an ordinary least squares regression with robust standard
errors. The equation for Regression 1 is

Ln(Pi) = β1Gni + β2Gbi + β3Li + β4Si + β5Ci + β6Ei + β7Ari + β8Awi+ εi

where Pi is the natural log of brewery i’s number of barrels produced (in order to obtain results in
percentage form), Gni is a binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery uses geographical
references in their company name and 0 otherwise, Gbi is a binary variable that takes the value of
1 if a brewery uses geographical references in their beer names or labels and 0 otherwise, Li is a
binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery uses local ingredients in their beer and 0
otherwise, Si is a binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery practices sustainability and
0 otherwise, Ci is a binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery practices any form of
charitable giving and 0 otherwise, Ei is a binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery
promotes the awareness of or gives to an environmental cause and 0 otherwise, Ar i is a binary
variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery promotes the awareness of or gives to an art related
cause and 0 otherwise, Awi is a binary variable that takes the value of 1 if a brewery has won an
award and 0 otherwise, and εi is the residual.
In Regression 2, I repeat the initial model with the addition of Yi, the year a brewery
was founded.

Ln(Pi) = β1Gni + β2Gbi + β3Li + β4Si + β5Ci + β6Ei + β7Ari + β8Awi+ β9Yi + εi
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Following this test, I perform Regression 3 using “year founded” as a categorical variable in
order to assess the effects of individual founding years on production.
After the first three models, alternative tests are created in order to achieve more
comprehensive results. I perform sixteen alternate ordinary least squares regressions with robust
standard errors. For these tests, I aggregate selected dummy variables based on likeness to test
for significance. One example of an aggregated variable is “Local”, a combination of geographic
name, geographic beers, and local ingredient variables that takes the value of 1 if a brewery
qualified as 1 for any of the three variables and 0 otherwise. In eight of these alternate tests, I use
year founded as a categorical variable in order to assess the effects of the founding year on
production for each individual year represented in the sample.
The first sixteen aggregated variable models include all 187 breweries that listed a
founding year on their websites. I then proceed to narrow the sample down, repeating the same
sixteen tests with only breweries founded after 2007. 132 breweries were used in this sample. I
repeat these tests again using the 105 breweries founded after 2011.
I then repeat the 48 aggregate models while discriminating by three brewery
classifications based on 2017 production volume. The nineteen “regional” sized breweries that
produce 15,000 barrels or more, the 168 “micro” sized breweries that produce less than 15,000
barrels, and the 124 “nano” sized breweries that produce less than 2,000 barrels are separately
tested for significance using aggregated independent variables.9 No regional breweries that
provided year data were founded after 2008. Therefore, recently opened regional brewery data
was not examined. In total, I perform 160 variations of ordinary least squares regressions with

The specifications for what qualifies as a nano brewery are not explicitly defined by the Brewers Association and
may vary by region. The term “nano brewery” for the purpose of this study is used as a way of representing a large
group within the sample that produced 2,000 or fewer barrels in 2017.
9
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robust standard errors using a combination of aggregated and regular variables and
discriminating for brewery size and age.
Lastly, I repeat all previous tests using the natural logarithm of the difference between
2017 and 2016 brewery production growth rates as the dependent variable.
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VIII. Results
Table 7. Ordinary Least Squares Regression with Robust Standard Errors. Dependent variable:
the natural log of the brewery’s 2017 barrel production. 362 Observations.
Effects of localism traits on beer production
Regression (1)
Ln(Production)

Regression (2)
Ln (Production)
w/ year

Regression (3)
Ln(Production)
w/ categorical year
binaries

Geographic Name

.145
[.245]

.069
[.304]

.092
[.307]

Geographic Beers

.038
[.227]

-.357
[.296]

-.406
[.324]

Local Ingredients

-1.05***
[.339]

-1.11**
[.427]

-.590
[.427]

Sustainable

.452
[.424]

.077
[.467]

-.195
[.476]

Charity

.522
[.317

.183
[.371]

.210
[.381]

Environmental

.089
[.556]

.391
[.648]

-.037
[.588]

Arts

.727
[.440]

1.09**
[.460]

.980
[.563]

Award Winning

1.25***
[.211]

1.12***
[.261]

1.00***
[.285]

Year Founded

Not Included

-.079***
[.015]

-.194***
[.023]

Year Effects

Not Included

Not Included

Included

R-squared

.150

0.318

.481

Number of Obs

362

187

187

Note: Standard errors are bracketed
*, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels
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Table 7 provides the results from Hypotheses 1-5. The first three models reject
Hypothesis 1. They fail to provide evidence that geographical branding or geographical beer
names have a positive effect on beer production in any of the models. Furthermore, Regressions
1 and 2 suggest a negative relationship between using local ingredients and 2017 production
volume. The models also fail to support Hypotheses 2 and 3. Sustainability, charitability,
environmentalism, and arts are all insignificant. Hypotheses 4 and 5 are confirmed. Both awards
and age are statistically significant at the 1% level and are strong indicators of 2017 beer
production. In all three models, winning awards significantly correlates with greater production
volume at the 1% level.
Results from the aggregated models do not differ in important ways from the first
models. The use of local ingredients is significantly correlated with a decreased production
volume in four of the eight models where it is used as a standalone variable. The models in
which it is part of an aggregate variable do not show any significant impact on brewery
production. Awards and year founded are significant in the sample using breweries from all
years as well as the sample using breweries founded in 2008 or later. They are not significant in
the sample using breweries founded in 2012 or later. Categorical year showed high significance
in the test group that used all 187 breweries. It showed no significant correlation in the other
groups.
When further categorizing the aggregated models by production size, similar results were
found. For regional breweries (15,000 or more barrels), awards and year founded were
negatively correlated with production and statistically significant for regional breweries. For
microbreweries (less than 15,000 barrels) awards and year founded were statistically significant
in nearly all tests. For nano breweries (less than 2,000 barrels), awards were significant in a
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majority of the tests. No localism effects were significant, while year founded did not show
significant results.
Additional tests repeated all previous models using the natural logarithm of brewery
production growth between 2016 and 2017 as the dependent variable. Year founded had a
significant, positive effect on growth rate in most tests, suggesting younger breweries expanded
production volume significantly more between 2016 and 2017. Localism traits did not have a
significant effect on growth rate.
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IX. Discussion
Neither geographically named companies nor geographically named beers significantly
impact production volume. The collected sample of 362 breweries consists of multiple successful
firms that do not rely on location to be their primary selling point, suggesting that buyers of craft
beer likely prefer quality and taste before geographic representation. While geographic branding
may help a craft brewery be successful within its surrounding region, the results suggest it does
not significantly assist a firm in expanding to higher production volumes. It’s also possible that
consumers (in particular, relatively well-informed craft beer drinkers of 2017) associate with
their local brewery regardless of whether its name is geographical, prioritizing the quality of beer
over the name of where it’s coming from.
Breweries that used local ingredients in their beer were found to produce fewer barrels
than their counterparts. The largest brewery to advertise use of local ingredients on their website
within the sample used was Smog City Brewing Co., a brewery that produced 4,565 barrels in
2017. The average production size of local ingredient users in 2017 was 942 barrels, which falls
around the 60th percentile in the data size. I conclude there are four possible reasons for these
results. First, large, regional craft breweries may be less concerned with using local ingredients
in their beer if they distribute to a large network of consumers statewide. Second, it’s possible
that regional breweries find it more difficult to acquire locally sourced ingredients for large scale
production. Third, it’s possible that incorporating local ingredients in experimental batches is
less common for large breweries that are restricted to tighter production schedules and focused
on mass producing a core beer lineup. Using local ingredients is likely better suited to smaller
craft breweries or farm breweries that emphasize using local ingredients as part of their business
model. Fourth, as discussed in Section II, it’s increasingly likely that small craft breweries are
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not scaling up their production when faced with success. A brewery that uses local ingredients
may be more locally minded and therefore less interested in expanding their production size.
Some firms may be content with selling their available volume and don’t want to risk expanding
production.
Charity and support of the arts were insignificant in predicting production volume in
most tests, suggesting that California breweries which make charitable donations a part of their
business model are not necessarily more successful than those who do not. Aggregated models
showed some evidence that support of the arts may influence production volumes for
microbreweries. However, only nine of the 362 breweries in the sample claimed to support the
arts on their websites. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude with certainty the significance of
supporting the arts.
Perhaps surprisingly, environmentalism and sustainability possessed no significant
correlation with brewery success. In California, a state which might be regarded as more
concerned with environmental causes than most others, neither aspect of brewery production
impacts output. While the industry in California is maturing, going “green” does not appear to
be a major priority of consumers based on the results of this study. One might respond that
choosing to support local beer over mass produced beverage conglomerate brands is supportive
of the environment in itself. Drinking local beer contributes fewer carbon emissions due to less
transportation. Sustainably focused breweries may also hesitate to expand production when
successful, as scaling up production size would create a greater environmental impact.
As predicted, the models show that awards and year founded are both highly significant
in predicting production volume. It is important to note that breweries of greater size may also
have more resources and be able to dedicate greater time towards developing and submitting
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beers for competition. Breweries that are older have had more time to gain a loyal following and
build up their production abilities.
Lastly, it is important to note that production volume is only one method of measuring
business success. There are many differences in business operations from brewery to brewery,
and barrels brewed might not be the greatest indicator when comparing breweries of similar
sizes. Breweries that sell the majority of their beer on draft (out of a taproom or through keg
sales) are able to sell it at far higher margins than when produced in bottled or canned packaging.
Purchasing and operating a canning or bottling line to sell beer afar further adds costs and labor
requirements. If brewery A produces the same volume of beer as brewery B, but brewery A sells
all of their beer out of the taproom while brewery B sells all their beer to grocery stores in bottles
and cans, A is likely making a greater return on their investment and a larger share of the profit.
While brewery production volume is the best measure available for the purpose of this study,
future studies in which breweries provide financial information may provide greater accuracy in
identifying determinants of success. Even so, macro data cannot always be applied to predict
characteristics of a successful business, and for some breweries, success might just be written in
the beer.
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X. Conclusion
I find no evidence suggesting that localism improves chances of brewery success. First, I
find no correlation between geographically named breweries or geographically named beers and
volume of beer produced in 2017. Second, I find that breweries which utilize local ingredients
produce beer at lower production volumes than breweries who do not, rejecting my hypothesis
that using local ingredients leads to greater success.
I find no evidence that breweries which donate to charity, environmental causes, and/or
support the fine arts produce a significantly different amount of beer than those who do not.
Further differentiation between local and non-local charity work may provide more specific
answers. I find no significant evidence that promotion of sustainable practices increases brewery
success. Breweries that are award winning are found to be significantly more successful than
breweries who are not. Brewery age is an important determinant of success. I find that older
breweries produce significantly higher volumes of beer.
I briefly examine the effects of localism on 2016-2017 brewery growth rates. Using
growth rates as the dependent variable (rather than the level of production), I find that younger
breweries grew significantly more than older breweries between 2016 and 2017.
While some independent variables show significant correlation with barrels of beer
produced, they do not necessarily imply causation. Investigating other ways to determine
brewery success aside from volume of beer produced and testing those variables may be further
required to definitively determine if localism plays a role in the craft brewing industry.
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Tables
Table 1 (Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, Brewers Association)
American Beer Production - Barrels

Year

Bottles/Cans

Barrels/Kegs

Total Beer

Total Craft

% Total Craft /
Total Beer

2008

166,930,012

17,285,670

184,215,682

7,231,427

3.93%

2009

165,432,247

17,461,286

182,893,533

8,782,625

4.80%

2010

162,972,113

17,725,899

180,698,011

9,903,341

5.48%

2011

159,708,194

17,817,251

177,525,446

11,285,059

6.36%

2012

161,692,656

18,157,778

179,850,434

13,023,126

7.24%

2013

159,413,579

18,097,968

177,511,546

15,273,640

8.60%

2014

158,542,512

18,176,128

176,718,640

21,875,862

12.38%

2015

157,014,624

17,750,505

174,765,129

24,145,051

13.82%

2016

155,415,745

17,000,382

172,416,128

24,208,335

14.04%

2017

151,507,541

16,514,867

168,022,408

24,867,207

14.80%

2018

148,100,649

15,662,381

163,763,030

25,601,031

15.63%
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Table 2 (Brewers Association)
U.S. Craft Brewery Count by Category
Growth from
previous year

Growth from
previous year

Growth from
previous year

Year

Brewpub

#

%

Micro

#

%

Regional

#

%

2008

1,009

27

3%

450

28

7%

62

7

13%

2009

1,020

11

1%

505

55

12%

71

9

15%

2010

1,053

33

3%

620

115

23%

81

10

14%

2011

1,085

32

3%

843

223

36%

88

7

9%

2012

1,180

95

9%

1,143

300

36%

97

9

10%

2013

1,308

128

11%

1,471

328

29%

119

22

23%

2014

1,603

295

23%

2,076

605

41%

135

16

13%

2015

1,824

221

14%

2,626

550

26%

178

43

32%

2016

2,102

278

15%

3,251

625

24%

186

8

4%

2017

2,355

253

12%

3,933

682

21%

202

16

9%

2018

2,594

239

10%

4,522

589

15%

230

28

14%
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Table 3 (Brewers Association)
U.S. Craft Brewery Production by Category

Year

Brewpub

Growth from
Previous Year

Micro

Growth

Regional

Growth from
Previous Year

2008

696,952

-3%

906,955

-6%

5,627,520

15%

2009

705,303

1%

947,851

5%

7,129,471

27%

2010

727,427

3%

1,141,118

20%

8,034,796

13%

2011

811,661

12%

1,432,034

25%

9,041,364

13%

2012

852,465

5%

1,922,550

34%

10,248,111

13%

2013

922,905

8%

2,377,107

24%

11,973,628

17%

2014

1,167,164

26%

3,161,365

33%

17,547,333

47%

2015

1,184,252

1%

3,946,399

25%

19,014,400

8%

2016

1,309,909

11%

4,865,341

23%

18,033,085

-5%

2017

1,446,982

10%

5,508,641

13%

17,911,584

-1%

2018

1,638,317

13%

5,839,465

6%

18,123,249

1%
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Table 4
Craft Brewery Classifications (Brewers Association)
Microbrewery

A brewery that produces less than 15,000 barrels of beer per
year and sells 75 percent or more of its beer off-site.

Brewpub

A restaurant-brewery that sells 25 percent or more of its beer onsite and operates significant food services.

Taproom Brewery

A professional brewery that sells 25 percent or more of its beer
on-site and does not operate significant food services.

Regional Brewery

A brewery with an annual beer production of between 15,000
and 6,000,000 barrels.
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Table 5
Summary Statistics (362 California Craft Breweries)
Binary Variable

Observations

% of sample

Avg. Production (BBLs)

Geographic Name

73

20.20%

18,181

Geographic Beers

76

21.00%

4,560

Award Winning

81

22.40%

14,983

Local Ingredients

29

8.00%

882

Sustainable

27

7.50%

50,171

Charity

50

14.10%

1,842,822

Environmental

22

6.10%

70,573

Arts

9

2.50%

7,042

Year Founded

187

51.70%

2,690,353

Sample

362

100.00%

9,263

Table 5. Avg Production demonstrates average # of barrels produced per group that identified as positive for test
traits.
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Table 6

Table 6 displays correlation between observed binary variable data. Vertical column suggests
variable in question, while the horizontal column suggests its relationship. Ex: 54% of Firms that
offer “Geographic Beers” also have Geographic Names.
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Table 7
Ordinary Least Squares Regression with Robust Standard Errors. Dependent variable: the natural
log of the brewery’s 2017 barrel production. 362 Observations.
Effects of localism traits on beer production
Regression (1)
Ln(Production)

Regression (2)
Ln (Production)
w/ year

Regression (3)
Ln(Production)
w/ categorical year
binaries

Geographic Name

.145
[.245]

.069
[.304]

.092
[.307]

Geographic Beers

.038
[.227]

-.357
[.296]

-.406
[.324]

Local Ingredients

-1.05***
[.339]

-1.11**
[.427]

-.590
[.427]

Sustainable

.452
[.424]

.077
[.467]

-.195
[.476]

Charity

.522
[.317

.183
[.371]

.210
[.381]

Environmental

.089
[.556]

.391
[.648]

-.037
[.588]

Arts

.727
[.440]

1.09**
[.460]

.980
[.563]

Award Winning

1.25***
[.211]

1.12***
[.261]

1.00***
[.285]

Year Founded

Not Included

-.079***
[.015]

-.194***
[.023]

Year Effects

Not Included

Not Included

Included

R-squared

.150

0.318

.481

Number of Obs

362

187

187

Note: Standard errors are bracketed
*, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels
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Figures
Figure 1 (Brewers Association)

Figure 2 (Brewers Association)
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Figure 3 (Brewers Association)

Figure 4 (Brewers Association)
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Figure 5 (Elzinga et al. 2015)

Figure 6 (North Coast Brewing Co.)
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